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one of calcite, using the value for' Ã0 as derived in the
foregoing.

Note addedirs proof: T—he new value for X,/), recently
calculated by DuMond and Cohen' is 1.002063. Substi-

' J. W. M. DuMond and E. Cohen, Revs. Modern Phys. 25,
69i, 706 (1953).

tuting this value for 1.00202 in Eq. (4), Ns=6.02489
X10" (physical scale) is obtained, which is even in
a better agreement with 6.02472&1023, the newest
X„„;„„1of the two authors, " than those of Table I.
But if one uses the newest Ns, the respective X,/)t,
also must be used.
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The theory of the general binary collision is discussed, and it is demonstrated that the rearrangement
scattered amplitude can be derived from the integral equation which is convenient for determining the
direct (no rearrangement of particles) scattered amplitudes. As a consequence, it is shown that no ambiguity
in matrix element for the rearrangement amplitude in Born approximation exists.

'HE binary rearrangement collision is a process
in which a system A in state m collides with a

system 8 in the state m, and systems C in state s and D
in state t emerge. We shall consider events in which no
photons are involved and that no particles appear or
disappear. In previous treatments' ' of the general
two-body collision different unperturbed Hamiltonians
are employed for developing the stationary state in-

tegral equations. If no rearrangement of particles occurs
in the collision, the relevant unperturbed Hamiltonian .

is that describing the relative motion of the two non-
interacting systems A and B. If a rearrangement of
particles occurs so that systems C and D appear, then
it is convenient to select as unperturbed Hamiltonian
that pertaining to the relative motion of C and D as
noninteracting systems. However, with the latter pro-
cedure it is not clear from the derived integral equation
in what way the boundary conditions are met since the
incident wave, which is an eigenfunction of the alter-
native unperturbed Hamiltonian referring to systems
A and 8, is manifestly not present. Indeed, it is not
apparent that the corresponding integral equations
resulting from the separate imposition of the outgoing
boundary condition describe the same wave function.
Clearly, a single integral equation satisfying the
boundary conditions should provide the amplitudes
pertinent to any event, rearrangement or otherwise. It
is the purpose of this note to demonstrate that this is
indeed the case, and incidently to remove the serious
ambiguity in matrix element arising in the Born ap-
proximation for rearrangement amplitudes. This am-

*The research reported in this paper has been sponsored by the
Geophysical Research Directorate of the Air Force Cambridge
Research Center, Air Research and Development Command.'

¹ F. Mott and H. S. W. Massey, Theory of Alomic Collisions
(Oxford University Press, New York, 1949), second edition.

~ L. I. SchiB, Qmantlm Mechanics (McGraw-Hill Book Com-
pany, Inc. , New York, 1949), p. 230.

biguity stems from the fact that either of the interaction
energy operators between systems A and 8, or C and D,
yield the same matrix element' when exact wave func-
tions for the unperturbed systems are presumed. How-
ever, such wave functions do not exist except in the
very special three-body collision of electrons with
hydrogen atoms, so that, in general, a difference in
matrix element necessarily arises. For rearrangement
(exchange) scattering of electrons from atoms this am-
biguity has been referred to as "prior-post discrep-
ancy, '" 4 and has been clarified by an analysis' which
will now be extended to the general binary collision.

We wish to solve the wave equation

(H E)%'=0, —

where the Hamiltonian can be written in either of two
ways,

HA B+l A B H CD+ J/CD

Since the entire calculation is performed in the center-
of-mass system, the unperturbed Hamiltonians for the
initial and 6nal systems may be written as

HAB HA(r )+HA(rs)—— V'r, ss, —
2@AB

HcD= Hc(r, )+HD (rA) Vrg. —
2pg~

Here r, r~, r„and r~ are the internal coordinates of the
respective systems, while r, & and r~ denote the vectors
that connect the centers of mass of the systems A, 8
and C, D respectively. For the internal motion we

3 Bates, Fundaminsky, and Massey, Trans. Roy. Soc. (London)
243, 93 (1950).

4 Corinaldesi, Trainor, and Wu, Nuovo cimento 9, 436 (1952).
s S. Altshuler, Phys. Rev. 91, 1167 (1953).
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introduce the sets of eigenfunctions and eigenvalues
u (r) u (rb) u (1), u (ld)andb
corresponding to the internal energy operators HA(r, ),
HB(ra), Hc(r, ) and HD(rd)

In order to deduce the appropriate integral equation
for the problem, we introduce the outgoing Green's

function which is de6ned by

(E HAB(1 b l rb)) (r.b r, ral GAB I
r b r rb )

= 6 (r,b
—r,b')5 (r,—r,')8 (rb —rb'), (3)

where

exp[ik ill r a
—r b'I ju (r )uB (rb)u "*(r,')ull *(ra')

(r,b, r, ral GAB I
r,b', r, ', ra') =

2m'A2 ~.P &b

where

f (r,a, r„ra IG» I
r b', r ', ra')

J J
X VAB(r.a', r.', ra')4(r. a', r, ', ra')d7aa'dr, 'd7a (6)

4(r~a, r~, rb) =

and
exp[ik pr, a$

Lime = P F.pu. A(r.)upB(ra).
P

It is the scattered part of the total wave function which
provides the amplitudes for any prescribed process.
Consequently, we proceed to deduce the amplitude for
finding system D in state t while system C is in the
state s. To do so, we shall demonstrate that

exp[iE pr~$
I.imC= P G Bu c(r,)upD(rd), (7)
+~00 &~P

Here the sums include integration over continuum
states, k„, —= (2pAB/Ib~)(E b„"——b, ), and uAB denotes
the reduced mass associated with the motion of systems
A and B. %e are now prepared to write the integral
equation for the motion in the usual form of an incident
plus scattered wave,

+(r,a, r„rb) = exp[ik„„,.r,a)u„"(r,)u (rb)

+c (r,b, r„ra), (5)

which then identifies the required rearrangement am-
plitude as G,&. The F;; are the direct scattered ampli-
tudes (no rearrangement of particles).

We begin with the observation that the Iacobian of
the transformation between the two sets of coordinates
r ~, r„r~ and r~, r„rd is unity. The proof is elementary
and will be omitted. Therefore, the element of integra-
tion can be represented either as dr, ~d7,d7 ~ or dv ~d7,d~d

and is abbreviated in what follows as dv. Furthermore,

8 (r.b
—r,b') 8 (r,—r,')6 (ra rb')—

= 8 (r~—r,d') 8 (r,—r, ')8 (rd rd')—
%ith this result, we now define the Green's function for
the operator (E HCD), —

(E HCD (r~, r—„rd)) (r~, r„rd
I
GcD I

r,d', r,', rd')

=~(r d
—r d')~(r —r ')&(«—«') (g)

ol

(E HCD(r—.d r rd))(r.d, r., rdIGCDI4d r rd)
= b (r~—r,d') 8(r,—r, ')8 (rd —rd'), (9)

bees, use of the symmetry character of the Green's
function for Hermitian operators. This alternative
Green's function is explicitly given by

—
ill cD exp[iE,„Ir,d

—r~'
I ju„c(r,)u„D (rd) ,uc(r, ') „u'D(r )d

(r~ r rdlGCDlr&', r, ', rd')=
2m'' v~ &cd I cd

(10)

with E»' =(2@CD/Ib') (E c~c—e—„D) Pro—cee.ding with
the analysis, we rewrite (6) as follows:

4(r b, r., rb)

l lI(r.a
—r,a')8(r, —r, ')

Xh(ra rb') (r,b', r,—', rb'I GAB I r,b", r ", rb")

X VAB(r.b", r.",ra")e(r.,",r.",rb")d~'d~"

il (r,d
—r~') 5 (r,—r, ')

J J J& J
X5(rd rd)(r b r rb IGABlr b ro rb )

X VAB(r,b", r,", ra")4'(r,a", r,", ra")dr'dg" (11)

after transformation to the set of coordinates (r~, r„rd).
That is, the sets (r,b, r„rb) and (r,b', r, ', rb') are now

regarded as functions of (r~, r„rd) and (r~', r,', rd'),
respectively. Upon substituting (9) into (11) and
utilizing the Hermitian' ' property of Hz&, we are led to

X[(E—HCD(r~', r, ', rd'))

X (r.a', r,', ra'
I
GAB I r.a", r,", ra")]

X VAB(r,b", r,", rb")4'(r, a", r,", ra")dld7'" (12).
6 The Hermitian behavior of Hm vith respect to Gza and Gea

is established by applying Green's theorem and proving that the
resulting surface integrals vanish. The proof is analogous to that
carried out in detail in reference 5 for the special case of electron
exchange impact with hydrogen atoms. A less elaborate, albeit
formal, approach is to treat the modified problem in the usual
way through the use of a large but finite space for the scattering
process with periodic boundary conditions {reference 7).

7 Reference 2, p. 102.
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—@CD eXp/LZ BTcd]
L1II1 C {Bprn} u c(r,)NBD(rd)
P~00 2x'fP ~.P r~4= (fcd, f, I'd

) GCD I
I' d, I'o, 1'd )Jaded JJ

By making use of the identity given in (2), (12) may Consequently,
be rewritten as

XL(+ +AB(f b f rb )+VCD(fcd f.', rd')

—VAB(r, b', r, ', rb') }
X(f b, r, rb ~GAB~r b f fb )5

X VAB(1 b r fb )4(1 b f ib )IT (fT"; (13)

X exp[ i—K t} r,djg *(r,)bbp *(rd)

X VAB(r, b& rp, rb) exp[ikn~ r,b)

Xbb„A(r )N„B(rb)dT, (16)

and,
'

finally, upon employing (3) and (6) the scattered and the Born rearrangement amplitude for finding
part of the wave function becomes systems C in state s and D in the State 3 after A in state

e collides with 8 in state ns is given by
C&= ' (fcd, I', fd ORGCD( frd, I', I'd )

I

X VAB(r, b', r, ', rb')+(r, b', r, ', rb')dT'

—PcD t' f' f
G r{ ""}= '

~~ exp) iKcr—r~]2.5 ~ ~ J

+ (r~, r„rd IGc I r, r, , rd )J
X(VcD(f d, f, fd ) VAB(r b, f, fb )}

XC (r,b', r.', rb')dT'. (14)

In the Born approximation the scattered part of the
wave function in (5) is set equal to zero under the
integral, with the result that

IC'{Bprn}=J' J J
(fcd& rc& rd

(
GCD [ rcd &

fc
&

fd )

X VAB(r b', r.', rb') exp[ik„ f.b']

XN."(r.')I B(rb')dT'. (15)

XN, C*(r,)N&D'(r ) VAB(r.b, r., rb)

Xexp[ik„r b]N„A(r, )N B(rb)dT. (17)

In a similar manner (14) will provide the exact func-
tional for the rearrangement amplitude.

In conclusion, it is evident from (17) that VAB, and
not V~~, is the correct interaction energy so that, in
principle, no ambiguity in matrix element exists. It
should be pointed out that we have treated all the
particles as if they were distinguishable. This produces
no loss in generality, since linear combinations of the
exchange degenerate wave functions can be conveniently
formed in the end so that the proper symmetry in each
group of identical particles is assured.


